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A lot of people separate from their partner in an amicable way and don’t need help, but there are many who struggle to co-parent successfully and can’t reach agreements.
Lisanne Iriks: More choice can help couples navigate dispute resolution
Allan Border has expressed fear that the Ashes series could be in jeopardy as the pay dispute in Australian ... and the Australian Cricketers’ Association (ACA) rumbles on.
Allan Border offers to mediate between Australian cricketers, board on pay dispute
China is the top market for Australian wine exports and wineries say they have been badly hit by the hikes. The decision to take the dispute to the WTO was made ... who is CEO of Australia's national ...
Australia takes wine dispute with China to WTO
It may be that the comparative approach remains somewhat influenced by the association of culture ... The response of Western Australian lawyers to my question, "Should any disputes go through dispute ...
Disputing Culture: Australian Lawyers and ADR
While they did not want to comment yesterday, none was aware of any strike action by the Australian Cricketers Association ... and desire is to negotiate a resolution that works for both parties ...
Senior Australian cricketers play down talk of players strike over dispute with Cricket Australia
Sri Lanka education sector workers hold national strike; Pakistani health workers walkout for COVID-19 risk allowance; New Zealand midwives vote to strike.
Workers Struggles: Asia, Australia and New Zealand
Australia's appeal to the WTO over China's anti-dumping sanctions on Australian wine drew ... years to process the wine trade dispute before reach any resolution, and Australia's latest move ...
Australian wines already losing in the Chinese market, WTO case might make it worse
the Australian Cricketers' Association (ACA) president, says it is "extremely likely" there will be no resolution to the Australian cricket pay dispute before the June 30 deadline. If an agreement ...
Resolution to pay dispute before June 30 looks unlikely
A similiar dispute erupted during last year. Paul Zalai, Director of Freight & Trade Alliance (FTA) and Secretariat to the Australian Peak Shippers Association (APSA) said during the last quarter ...
Farmers caught in middle of Port Botany wharf dispute - again
Former international all-rounder Shane Watson has warned cricket’s ongoing pay dispute could compromise ... Cricket Australia and the Australian Cricketers Association. Watson says any ...
Australia's preparations for the Ashes against England could be affected by pay dispute, says Shane Watson
The Australian Cricketers Association has again warned of an ... ACA president Greg Dyer says he doesn’t expect a resolution before the current deal expires. "James Sutherland is overseas ...
Shane Watson warns of legal action as players' pay dispute continues with Cricket Australia
Getty Finally, belatedly, Australian cricket's ugly pay dispute is over ... and the Australian Cricketers' Association (ACA) struck a resolution on Thursday (August 3). James Sutherland, CA ...
A protracted saga Australian cricket won't forget
This is the third and final entry in a series addressing how the South China Sea dispute caused a crisis ... and South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, offers states flexibility ...
The ASEAN Crisis, Part 3: What Should ASEAN Do About the South China Sea Dispute?
Murray Clayson - Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP and President of the International Fiscal Association, The Netherlands 'Eduardo ... by those working on dispute resolution pertaining to tax ...
A Global Analysis of Tax Treaty Disputes
Andrew Demetriou at Ioannides Demetriou Law Offices receives effusive praise for his “market-leading” dispute resolution practice which encompasses ... his strong experience of acting on behalf of ...
Energy 2021 - Oil & Gas - Legal Marketplace Analysis
China is the top market for Australian wine exports and wineries say they have been badly hit by the hikes. The decision to take the dispute to ... Australia's national association of grape ...

In its first edition, Global Trends in Mediation was the first book to concentrate on mediation from a comparative perspective - reaching beyond the all-too-familiar Anglo-American view - and as such has enjoyed wide practical use among alternative dispute resolution (ADR) practitioners worldwide. This new edition
has not only been updated throughout; it has also added two new jurisdictions (France and Quebec) and a very useful comparative table summarising the salient points from each of the fourteen jurisdictional chapters. Each jurisdictional chapter addresses critical structural and process issues in alternative dispute
resolution such as the institutionalisation of mediation, mediation case law and legislation, the range and nature of disputes where mediation is utilised, court-related mediation, mediation practice standards, education, training and accreditation of mediators, the role of lawyers in mediation, online dispute
resolution and future trends. All the contributors are senior dispute resolution academics or practitioners with vast knowledge and experience of dispute resolution developments in their countries and abroad.
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